
Highly accurate, real-time body temperature monitoring

FeverTIR – Fever Detection System



The high accuracy of FeverTIR sets it apart from the competition

FeverTIR is a thermography system which quickly 
and accurately measures people’s body temperature 
without any need for contact.

With a fever being one of the main symptoms of Covid-19 
infection (as well as many other contagious diseases), 
organisations are looking at ways employees and other 
building users can be screened for possible infection. 
Many of the existing potential methods are labour-
intensive, time-consuming and expensive, but Patol, 
together with the European design team, has fast-tracked 
the development and distribution of a highly accurate ‘plug 
& play’ solution by adapting a system originally designed 
to monitor temperature for potential fires.

The system features a high-precision thermal detector 
with a visible full HD camera which simultaneously 
measures a person’s core body temperature. This data 
is accurate to within 0.3°C, supported by a traceable 
calibration certificate – an important factor when there 
are alternative technologies on the market which are 
unproven.

FeverTIR – Radiometric Infra-Red Camera Technology

FeverTIR meets International Standard IEC 80601-2-59 for 
the basic safety and essential performance of thermographs 
for human febrile temperature screening.

Importantly, temperature 
should not be measured 
on the forehead, as some 
manufacturers indicate. It 
should be measured close 
to the eyes and at very high 
resolution. Portable cameras 
often generate unreliable 
results. Depending on which 
point of the forehead is 
being measured, there can 
be more than one degree 
of temperature difference. 
FeverTIR eliminates these 
potential discrepancies.
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FeverTIR – Radiometric Infra-Red Camera Technology

Radiometric Infra-Red System
Thermal cameras measure infra-red radiation – a 
type of radiant energy that is invisible to the human 
eye, but detectable in the form of heat. They use a 
sensor to measure the amount of infra-red radiation 
(or heat) emitted from an object or in a given area. The 
measurements are then processed using specialised 
software to visually display the heat readings in the 
form of high-definition images or video. Hot spots 
or areas with higher temperatures will show up as 
brighter areas on the image against areas with cooler 
temperatures, which appear darker. Outputs can be 
configured for alarm and integrated into safety and 
security systems.

Temperature accuracy ±0.3°C
FeverTIR High Resolution Camera

with Black Body Emitter

SAFETY AND SECURITY 
SYSTEM

Temperature accuracy ±0.5°C
FeverTIR High Resolution Camera

SAFETY AND SECURITY 
SYSTEM



High Resolution Thermal Camera and Black Body Emitter

FeverTIR High Resolution Camera

FeverTIR Black Body Emitter

The FeverTIR system combines a high-precision thermal 
camera with a visible full HD camera allowing body 
temperature measurement and the identification of people, 
with fast recording of data. Two systems are available:

z  High resolution thermal camera (384x288 px) with 
high precision (+/-0.5ºC) and full HD visible spectrum 
camera, including tripod, software and calibration 
certificate.

z  High resolution thermal camera (384x288 px) with 
ultra-high precision (+/-0.3ºC) via a black body emitter 
and full HD visible spectrum camera, including tripod, 
software and calibration certificate.

Highly accurate camera systems



As the FeverTIR system delivers both thermal and visible 
spectrum RGB images, this significantly assists the initial 
detection and follow-up apprehension of people with 
raised body temperature and potential fever.

z  Display of both thermal and visible images on screen

z  Simultaneous recording of video and images (RGB and 
thermal)

z  Special calibration software for measuring facial 
temperature

z  Generation of pre-alarms and alarms with on-screen 
notification

z Real-time hot spot analysis

z Easy integration with other safety and security systems

Overall, FeverTIR’s high precision and resolution, speed 
of data capture and software processing combined with 
graphical on-screen alarm notifications puts it ahead of the 
competition.

Real-time on-screen notification



FeverTIR Thermography Screening Applications

A fever detection system to assist the return to ‘normal’ life

As the world tries to find ways to safely return to work 
in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, a new system 
designed to automatically test body temperature is 
adding an important technological contribution in the 
ongoing war against the virus.

The cameras can be used in a wide range of applications, 
including:

z  Airports
z  Ferry ports
z  Railway stations
z Hospitals
z  Retail complexes
z  Construction sites
z Large office buildings
z Hotels
z  Conference centres

In fact anywhere in which large numbers of people gather 
and a quick and accurate snapshot of their respective 
body temperatures could provide an indicator of potential 
infection.

Patol has been working with the European design team in 
the field of multispectral thermography systems for over 
20 years so understand how – and, equally importantly, 
how not – to apply the technology to body temperature 
monitoring. New and innovative methods are being 
introduced to help ensure safer environments for all in 
the new world that we are facing. FeverTIR is part of that 
response.
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